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Type of Strategy: Assessment

Purpose, Goal(s) or Learning Outcome(s) for Strategy: To provide examples of alternate methods for assessing well-structured and ill-structured problems.

Examples of ill-structured problems:
- What would it take to solve poverty?
- What is the proper balance between conservation and consumption of energy (oil or gas)?
- Who owns the Arctic?
- Can the war on terrorism be won?

Type of Course: Undergraduate/Honors College

Name of Course: HC 205 The Global Citizen and PS 337 Post Soviet Politics

Typical Number of Students in Course: 20-25

Ease in which strategy could be modified and/or applied to other courses: Moderate

Brief Overview of Strategy

“If you want your students to learn to solve different kinds of problems, you must learn to teach them to solve different problems and then assess their different abilities to solve the kinds of problems that they practiced” (Jonassen, 2014).

Resources, Citations, References for Strategy:


